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Abstract 

     Trading agents are very useful for developing and back-
testing quality trading strategies for actions taking in the 
real world. However, the existing trading agent research 
mainly focuses on simulation using artificial data and 
market models. As a result, the actionable capability of 
developed trading strategies is often limited. In this paper, 
we analyze such constraints on developing actionable 
trading strategies for trading agents. These points are 
deployed into developing a series of trading strategies for 
trading agents through optimizing, and enhancing 
actionable trading strategies. We demonstrate working 
case studies in large-scale of market data. These 
approaches and their performance are evaluated from both 
technical and business perspectives.  

1. Introduction 

      Artificial financial market [1,6,16] provides an economic, 
convenient and effective electronic marketplace (also called e-
market) for the development and back-testing of actionable 
strategies taking by trading agents without losing a cent. A typical 
simulation drive is the Trading Agent Competition [8,16], for 
instance, research work on auction-oriented protocol and strategy 
design [11], bidding strategy [12], design tradeoffs [9], and multi-
attribute dynamic pricing [10] of trading agents. However, 
existing trading agent research presents a prevailing atmosphere of 
academia. This is embodied in aspects such as artificial data, 
abstract trading strategy and market mechanism design, and 
simple evaluation metrics. In addition, little research has been 
done on strategy optimization in continuous e-markets, while 
which consist of our daily financial life.  
      The above atmosphere has led to a big gap between research 
and business expectation. As a result, the developed techniques 
are not necessarily of business interest or cannot support business 
decision-making. In fact, the development of actionable strategies 
is a non-trivial task due to domain knowledge, constraints and 
expectation in the market [4]. Very few studies [18] on continuous 
e-markets have been conducted for actionable trading strategies in 
the above constrained practical scenarios [2,13,5]. Therefore, it is 
a very practical challenge and driving force to narrow down the 
gap towards workable trading strategies for action-taking to 
business advantage. 
     An actionable trading strategy can assist trading agents in 
determining right actions at right time with right price and volume 

on right instruments to maximize the profit while minimize the risk.
The development of actionable strategies targets an appropriate 
combination or optimization of relevant attributes such as target 
market, timing, actions, pricing, sizing and traded objects based 
on proper business and technical measurement. The above 
combination and optimization in actionable trading strategy 
development should consider certain market microstructure and 
dynamics, domain knowledge and justification, as well as 
investors’ aims and expectation. These form the constrained 
environment in developing actionable strategies for trading agents. 
     Following our previous work in developing actionable trading 
strategies [2,5,4,13,17] and an agent service-based trading support 
platform F-TRADE [19], this paper discusses lessons learnt in 
actionable trading strategy for trading agents in continuous 
markets based on our years of research and development. The 
main contributions consist of (1) discussing real-life constraints 
that need to be cared in trading agent research, (2) proposing an 
actionable trading strategy framework, and (3) investigating a 
series of approaches to actionable strategy discovery.  
     Following the above ideas, we study a few effective techniques 
for developing actionable trading strategies in continuous market. 
These include designing and discovering quality trading strategies, 
and enhancing the actionable performance of a trading strategy 
through analyzing its relationship with target stocks. All of these 
methods are simulated and back-tested in an agent service-based 
artificial financial market F-Trade with online connection to 
multiple market data. The experiments show that the introduced 
techniques have the potential for improving the actionability of 
trading strategies when they are deployed into the real market. 

2. Constraints on actionable strategy 
development  

     Trading agents simulating the real-world business would be 
highly constraint-based. Participating agents should be capable of 
learning the domain-specific scenario to achieve their goals 
through accessing data while obeying the institutional rules. In 
this process, a trading agent is often constrained by technical, 
economic and social restrictions.  

2.1.  Domain constraint 

     The actionable capability of a trading agent following certain 
trading strategies is tightly coupled with the simulated market 
microstructure [14]. Organization factors of trading agent 
institution should consider the following fundamental aspects. We 
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call this domain constraint M = {I, A, O, T, R, S, E}. 
• the traded instruments I, such as stock or derivatives,

I={stock, option, feature, …}  
• the market participants A, namely agents in e-market, e.g. 

major types of trading agents include investors such as 
individuals, mutual funds, money managers, as well as 
financial traders like brokers and market makers, A={investor, 
broker, maker, …} 

• the order forms O, e.g., limit order, market order, block 
order, O={limit, market, quote, block, stop} 

• the trading session, whether includes call market session and 
continuous session, it is indicated by timeframe T

• the market rules R, e.g., restrictions on order execution 
• trading strategy S executed by trading agents, S may take 

varying forms 
• execution system E, e.g., order-driven or quote-driven 

     An e-market instantiates a certain combination m (m∈M) of the 
above organization factors, and forms a specific microstructure 
niche for trading agents. The specified market microstructure 
further determines the behavior of a trading agent. From the 
trading perspective, it directly affects the trading strategies that a 
trading agent can take. 

2.2. Trading strategy design problem 

      The development of actionable trading strategies is a multi-
attribute optimization problem in a constrained scenario, namely 
trading agents determine right action at right time with right price 
and volume size on right instruments to satisfy multi-attribute 
constraints. A trading strategy set Ω is defined as a tuple Ω= <T, B, 
P, V, I> where T = {t1, t2, …, tm} is a set of all appropriate trading 
time triggering signals; B = {buy, sell, hold} is the set of all 
executable behavior (i.e., trading signals) of trading agents; P = 
{p1, p2, …, pm} is the set of trading price matched with 
corresponding trading time; V = {v1, v2, …, vm} is the set of 
trading volume size; and I={i1, i2, . . . , im} is a set of traded 
instruments. The optimized combinations of features T, B, V, P
and I results in a set of actionable trading strategies Ω’ (Ω’⊂ Ω)
that satisfy certain design and business objectives.  
     The set Ω’ indicates all smart decision states of a trading agent 
a (a∈ A, A = {a1, a2, …, an} is the participating trading agent set) 
in the market. The set Ω’ is also highly affected by the real-world 
market microstructure, dynamics and constraints, as well as an 
investor’s motivation and aims. All these aspects form a constraint 
set: ∑ = { k

iδ |ci∈C, k∈N} where k
iδ  stands for the k-th constraint 

state of a constraint type ci; C={M, D, Int, …} is a set covering all 
types of constraints in the market; N is natural integer set. 
Therefore, the trading strategy set Ω’ is a conditional function of 
∑, which is described as Ω’={( ω , δ )| ω ∈Ω, δ ∈{( k

iδ , a)| 
k
iδ ∈∑, a∈A}}, where ω  is an optimal strategy instance, δ  is all 

constraint instances on the strategy taking by a trading agent a. To 
work out the actionable set Ω’, its back-testing and simulation is 
better to be undertaken in real stock data, then deploy the findings 
to e-market for further study. 

2.3.   Measuring strategy actionability 

     Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xm} be a set of items, DB be a database that 
consists of a set of transactions, x is an itemset in DB. Let S be an 
interesting strategy discovered in DB through a modeling method 

M. The following concepts are developed for the actionable 
strategy discovery. 

DEFINITION 1. Technical Interestingness Tint– The technical 
interestingness measure tech_int() of a trading pattern is highly 
dependent on certain technical measure of interest specified for a 
data mining method. It could be a set of criteria. For instance, the 
following logic formula indicates that an associated strategy S is 
technically interesting if it satisfies min_support and 
min_confidence.  

∀x∈X,∃S:x.min_support(S) ∧x.min_confidence(S) � 
x.tech_int(S) 

DEFINITION 2. Business Interestingness Bint– The business 
interestingness measure biz_int() of a strategy is determined by 
some domain-oriented social and/or economic criteria. Similar to 
technical interestingness, business interestingness is also 
represented by a collection of criteria. For instance, if the profit
and roi (return on investment) of a stock price predictor S are 
satisfied, then S is interesting to trading. 

∀x∈X, ∃S : x.profit(S) ∧ x.roi(S) � x.biz_int(S) 
DEFINITION 3. Actionability of a strategy – Given a strategy S, 

its actionable capability act() is described as to what degree it can 
satisfy both the technical and the business interestingness. If both 
technical and business interestingness or a hybrid interestingness 
measure integrating both aspects are satisfied, it is called an 
actionable strategy. It is not only interesting to data modelers, but 
generally interesting to traders.  

∀x∈X, ∃S : x.tech_int(S) ∧ x.biz_int(S) � x.act(S) 
     Actionable strategies can be created through rule reduction, 
model refinement or parameter tuning by optimizing technically 
interesting trading patterns. They may also be directly discovered 
from data set with sufficient consideration of business constraints. 
The next section discusses discovering actionable trading 
strategies from a great number of generic rules.  

3. Developing actionable trading strategies 

     Following the ideas introduced in Section 3, this section 
illustrates some of approaches for developing actionable trading 
strategies for trading agents. They consist of optimizing trading 
strategies, enhancing trading strategies, and discovering trading 
strategies. We demonstrate their promising business performance 
in real tick-by-tick data.  

3.1.  Optimizing trading strategies  
  
    In trading agent design, there are huge quantities of variations 
and modifications of a generic trading strategy by 
parameterization. For instance, MA(2, 50, 0.01) and MA(10, 50, 
0.01) refer to two different strategies. However, it is not clear to a 
trader which specific rule is more actionable for his or her 
particular investment situation. In this case, trading strategy 
optimization may generate an optimal trading rule from the 
generic rule set.  
     Optimizing trading strategies is to find trading strategies with 
better target performance. This can be through developing varying 
optimization methods. Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a valid 
optimization technique, which can be used for searching 
combinations of trading strategy parameters satisfying user-
specified performance [13]. However, a simple use of GA may not 
necessarily lead to trading strategies of business interest. To this 
end, domain knowledge must be considered in fitness function 
design, search space and speed design, etc. The fitness function 
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we used for strategy optimization is Sharpe Ratio (SR). 
    SR = pfp RR σ/)( − ,  

Where pR is the expected portfolio return, fR  is the risk 

free rate, and pσ is the portfolio standard deviation. When 

SR is higher, it indicates higher return but lower risk.    
     Figure 1 illustrates some results of GA-based trading strategy 
optimization. The trading strategy is Filter Rule Base, namely 
FR(δ). It actually indicates a generic class of correlated trading 
strategies, by which you go long on the day that the price 
rises by δ% and hold until the price falls δ%, at which time 
you close out and go short, where δ [0,1] the percentage 
price movement of highest high and lowest low. 

TRADING STRAGE 1: A generic strategy FR(δ) 
At time point t, get high(t) and low(t) 

IF price(t-1) > high(t-1) 
      high(t)= price(t-1) 
ELSE 
      high(t)= high(t-1) 
IF price(t-1) < low(t-1)  
      low(t)= price(t-1) 
ELSE 
      low(t)= low(t-1) 

Generate trading signals 
 IF price(t) < high(t)*(1- δ) 
       Generate SELL signal 
 IF price(t) > low(t)*(1+ δ) 
       Generate BUY signal 

     In this rule, there is only one parameter δ, which can be 
used for optimization because δ is hard to be managed well 
in real-life market. Figure 1 shows the optimization results 
of the stock Australian Commonwealth Bank (CBA) in 
Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) in 2003~2004. It shows 
that from 14 July 2003, the cumulative payoff with δ = 0.04 
always beats other δs. 

Figure 1. Some results of GA-based trading strategy optimization 

3.2. Enhancing trading strategies 

     In many real-life cases, a given trading strategy may not work 
well due to missing considerations of some organizational factors 
and constraints. To this end, we need to enhance a trading strategy 
by involving real-life constraints and factors. For instance, the 
above rule FR(δ) does not consider the noise impact of false 
trading signals and dynamic difference between high and low 
sides. These aspects can be reflected into the rule by introducing 
new parameters.  
      Enhancing trading strategies is not a trivial task. It needs to 

consider domain knowledge and expert advice, massive back-
testing in historical data, and mining hidden trading patterns in 
market data. Otherwise a developed strategy likely does not make 
sense to business. For instance, we create an Enhanced Filter Rule 
FR(t, δH, δL, h, d) as follows.  

TRADING STRATEGY 2: An enhanced FR(t, δH, δL, h, d) 
At time point t, get high(t) and low(t) 

IF price(t-1) > high(t-1) 
      high(t)= price(t-1) 
ELSE 
      high(t)= high(t-1) 
IF price(t-1) < low(t-1)  
      low(t)= price(t-1) 
ELSE 
      low(t)= low(t-1) 

Generate trading signals 
 IF price(t) < high(t)*(1- δH) 
       Generate SELL signal 
        IF position(t-1) <> 0 & hold(t-1) = h 
             position(t) = 1 
 IF price(t) > low(t)*(1+ δL) 
       Generate BUY signal 
        IF position(t-1) <> 0 & hold(t-1) = h 
             position(t) = -1 

     This enhanced version considers the following domain-specific 
aspects, which make it more adaptive to the real market dynamics 
compared with the generic rule MA(sr, lr, δ). 

• More filters are imposed on the generic FR to filter out 
false trading signals which would result in losses, say fixed 
percentage band filter δH and δL for high and low price 
movement respectively, and time hold filter h; 

• The fixed band filter δH (or δL) requires the buy or sell 
signal to exceed high or low by a fixed multiplicative band 
δH (or δL); 

• The time hold filter h requires the buy or sell signal to hold 
the long or short position for a pre-specified number of 
transactions or time h to effectively ignore all other signals 
generated during that time; 

     Figure 2 shows the trading results of a trading agent taking the 
above strategy in ASX data 2003~2004. 

Figure 2. Some results of enhanced trading strategy FR 
      
     Figure 3 further shows the performance difference 
between a base rule and its enhanced version. It indicates 
that more involvement of domain knowledge and 
organizational constraints can to most extent enhance the 
business performance (cumulative payoff in our case) of 
trading agents. Most importantly, the results generated by 
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trading agents make more sense to traders. 

Filter Rule with varying holding days (h )
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Figure 3. Performance comparison between base and enhanced 
trading strategies 

4.  Experiments 

     36 trading strategies have been developed for the study. They 
include classes of FR, MA, OBV, CB and SR. We did the 
experiments in 10 years (1997-2006) of stock interday data from 
five markets including HK, ASX, LSX, NYSE and SXE. The data 
was split into training and test sets based on a sliding window 
strategy. For instance, data in 1997-1998 is used for training, and 
1998-1999 for testing in the first round. Then 1998-1999 is used 
for training and 1999-2000 for testing. The best strategy identified 
in training set is deployed to test set to see the performance. A 
payoff threshold is set for judging whether a strategy is positive or 
not. If the payoff of a strategy is bigger than the threshold, it is 
assumed positive, otherwise negative. We then define the 
following metric lift to measure the performance of a strategy in 
all data sets. The lift values are compared with that of randomly 
chosen. We choose 100 parameter combinations randomly by the 
computer and then calculate their payoffs following the same 
methods as used for the optimal one. 

DEFINITION 7. Lift Lift measures how much good a trading 
strategy is in all split data sets.   

dataset strategy payoff above the threshold
Lift

split dataset
= ∑

∑

Table 1. Lift values 
 MA-

CMN 
FR-
XY 

OBV-
B 

CB-
NXC 

SR-
NC 

Lift (Random) 10% 0% 20% 10% 10% 
Lift (Optimal) 70% 80% 80% 90% 100% 

 5. Conclusion 

     Trading agents have potential in providing traders with trading 
strategies that can support action-taken in the market given real-
life constraints and organizational factors considered. However, 
existing trading agent research is mainly based on artificial data 
and artificial game mechanism design. However, the studied 
results may not necessarily be of business interest.  
     In this paper, we have developed actionable trading strategies 
for trading agents. The identified trading strategies have been 
tested in real continuous market data, and presented promising 
performance from not only technical but also business 
perspectives.  
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